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QUIEMINUEINVIUR 

The Petitioner has mind the Mowing Iwo Ousetisoe in 1313  

MOM tor Writ orCertiorari before this Court 

1. Whothor an action brought by a diatimientencad 

Owner pursues* to 42 LIC. 4  1983„ which don not attack a 

conviclice or sentence, is — simpty because the menu is undar a 

lestence of death— to be toseexi ass habeas corpus case subject to the 

restriction on successive *dons which c ategolically redone 

review of enty contdtational violation not Waited to Innocence (es the 

Fourth, Fifth and Eleventh Circuits hold), or can be nteinteined se 

1983 action (as the Sixth, Eighth and, Ninth Circuits and savetel 

courts hold)? 

2. Whether a ceit.down procedure, witicb involves Pan 

and umulation, conducted prior to an wieoution by lethal Woodeu. 

violates the Eighth Amendment to the United Stain Coontinition? 

AA002649 
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STAMM/4T OF lifiraLlf OF AMICI WW1  

Fach union curiae is a practicing pitysician in the State of 

Alabareal. The amid curiae have been Informed of the medical 

procedures the Respondents have proposed using to gain venous 

access to the Petitioner to execute him by lethal injection. 

The imposed medical procedure* concern us as physicians the 

a member of reasons. First, obtaining central venous amen is a 

complex medical procedure that involves serious risks and should only 

be performed by properly indeed personnel. In this situation the 

Respondents will not disclose the aedemials of the people who will be 

performing the proceduro, including whether or aot the physician is 

actually licensed to practice medicine in the State of Alabama or any 

other state. We era also concerned because it is apparent to up that the 

Respondents hope to implement a plan that was not designed by 

competent, andentieled physicians, and thereby me placing the 

Petitioner at high risk of enduring sews and needless pain and 

suffering. 

I Pantos to Rule 37.6. Pacid-lbgiligillafiLiBILLAUblialilld 
aggi counsel fix widow party has authored this brief in whole or in 
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The Respondents must gain venous SCOCIII to the PeWetter in 

order to execute him by lethal injection. Venous mess may he 

obtained in men people by plaeing a vay thin catheter ender tbe akin 

in the hand or arm. Gaining venous access in this manner is rakered 

to as peripheral vows amen and lit redadvely simple procedure. 

Gaining peripheral venous awe may be difficult or 

essentially hopossible in sonic Mien* When dealing with these 

people, alma' venous access must be obtained, sidch involves 

obudning access to a central van such as those in the deg and 

abdomen. Casual venous 'ewe con only be achieved vie a  reihtiveb' 

complicated medical procedure. 

The Respondents have essentially cmieeded that they will not 

be able to pin peripheral vegeta atoms to the Petitioner in °vier to 

execute him by Jabal injection. Ai,uch,th1hiwO* an  

Invasive make' procedure to pin centad venous access to the 

Petitioner prior to his essication. 

There are two predominant methods tbr obtaining antral 

venØ us mess• - thc pereuteneme technique and the cut down 

2 
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teclmique. in the overwhehning melority a situations whew central 

venous access is required, the percuteneous technique is heavily 

fkvoted over the out down technique. This is because the peteutaneous 

teelmique is lees invasive, lesspean' ful, War, fester, easier to Isom, 

easier to tack and easier to pertain 

Attempts to pin IZAirai venous access should only be made by 

skilled, experienced *skims who have been specially trained to 

perform the requilte medical procedures. It cannot be ernehadrett 

enough thirt merely being s physician in no way qualifies a person to 

perform medical procedures to pin canal venous access. 

Many serious and painful compilations may arise while. 

central vomit Miller is tiling plseed. These complications include 

NV= pain, hemorrhage (severe blinding), serious *Wise arrhythmia 

(abnormal beating of the hest causing shock), and pimmotbcrak 

(Wog collapse due to collection of air between the lung and chat 

wall). Additionally, the anions of pain mused by the mooch= is 

related to the experience of the medical practitioner porfonning the 

procerhue. 
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For some inborn reason, the Rerposients intend to use the 

cut down procedure imstesd of the pacuteneous procedure. The 

Respondents also rd'use to disclose the credentials and experience of 

the medical personnel who will be in charge of maiming the cut 

down procedure. 

Based on the scat intimation diet the Respondents Ws 

disclosed, it appears dui people with suillciat medical keowledp 

have not designed the medical procedure being prepared by the 

Respondents. Asthentiate, there am no aseurancee that a emepment. 

qualified, licensed physician will be panning the medical 

woodmen proposed by the Reepondents. 

Of no small concern is the list that the proposed medical 

procedures described by the Respondents leo/We relsremes to 

anatomy not mum in Amu beings In addition, the Reepeedente 

we the terms "pereutencom technique" and "cut dawn tadmique 

hlterehuigeehly whoa the techniques ant completely distinct 

Based upon the foregoing. the amid curiae have gnive 

condom about the medial procedures proposed by the Respondents. 

The amid curie* strongly rammed that the Pedtioser's execution 

4 



be postponed until the Respondards disclose a medically sound, 

detailed description of the procedure that will be tmdmtsken as 4 ,411 as 

* description of the experience and credentials of the medical 

personnel who will be peritmning the procedure. 

itardErinn 

L INTRODUCTION 

The Respondents have enecemtered a unique problem in the 

Petitioner's case involving the need thr medical procadurn to be 

performed on the Petitioner in order lix the Respondents to pin 

intravenous access to the Petitioner for the purpose of executing him 

by lethal injection. It the intent of the UAW Mille to outline some of 

the considemtions mounding ineavarous teems and also to explain 

the bases ibr our COGOOTTIS about the medical procedures for pining 

innevenour access to the Petitioner which are being conternplatd by 

the Respondent 

IL SASIC CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING 
INTRAVENOUS ACCESS 

Obtaining nefiVelOUI access is a common and essential 

procedure in the contemporary practice of medicine, because mew 

drup are only effective if delivered directly into the venous system. 

AA002654 
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In the vast majority of situations, intravenous moms can be rally 

obtained by Owing a airy thin cathelw Oho Me dhtmator or soar 

than the wire eta coat hanger) into a vein located kW mkt dm skin in 

the head or aim Ibis is ailed "pariphoral access', as contrasted with 

"antral scene which melon we of a "central vein' such as dew in 

the chest and abdomen. Peripheral access is wally a minor procedure 

that mum a small amount of pain or discmnfixt, compsiable to that 

caused by a vaccination. 

Unihrtunately. in some potions peripheral racers cannot rainy 

be obtained, or is essentially Impossible to obtain. One circumstance 

. whore this problem is commonly encoureered is in patients who have 

received chemotherapy, which crams bury and scarring etperipherni 

subctnencous veins. As their veins &serious; a paint is reacbx1 

where the swath fbr peripheral moms becomes arduoto end 

sgeoining, mad the patient and physician reach 'joint dodgiest to plea 

a centrid lemma ashram This decision is not reached lightly, as 

plowmen of a chronic indwelling antral catheter is a naattriiiid 

surgiad procedure that involves pain ant risk. Often the pitied is 

referred to a physician with expertise in *bilking vascular access; as 
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many physicians , do not themselves hoe the experience and 

creantials to plsCe a emend catheter or to tree the complications that 

are associated with the procedure. Other clinical situations thin 

involve difficult intravenous =CU include obese rodents (in wheel 

the subcutaneous veins me obscured by adipose tissue). patients who 

have Wren cortiensternids for diseases such as arthritis and lupus, 

patients who seer 40111 diabetes end regularly inject insulin, and 

patients with a history of intravenots drug abuse. Additionally, some 

patients without any apparent noon just have no readily accessible 

peripheral veins. 

Central venous access is indicated in several other dinleal 

situstions. As an esauttple, patients widowing major surgery often 

undergo central line piscannt (usually alter genstal imeediesis sss 

been induced) for the puma= of delivering largo volumes of blood 

Ind fluids to tree anticipated ifft110penitiVe bleeding. Patients 

imdergoine cardiac eadtateriaton for diagnostic purposes may also 

require the placement of central venous embeten. Central access is 

also required for the placement of implanted cardiac pnocandoors. The 

above list is not intended to be comprehensive, but rather is Ixesented 

7 
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fin the papas of conveying the seeps of settinp in which cannel 

intravenous access may he required. 

It should be noted that in the greet majority ot the above. 

refinanced theopeutie siltatioun. pairbsral innavenous access i$ 

obtained prior to embarking on the central MOW access preeednre. 

This allows the maddens. to administer painkillers end Withal; 

vrhielt render the wand venue access picadors vinuilly innocuous. 

In the rye and withremne shades where wham! intravenous 

Weil mew be established hams placing the central line, the 

experience is physically grueling, painfid, and edema fisr the perm 

asdergoing the procedure. 

in. ISCRIVIQUES FOR ORTIMIONG comma VI2410US 
ACCESS 

Piddle as  see* used methods. ft Is esir to say tut two main 

techniques am used fly obtaining cartel venous mesa One 

technique, which is die moot commonly used today, is called the 

"parcuteneers technique. This Involves Wades a needle through 

the skin and into the vein, then passing a thin wire dm* the hymn 

of the needle, than removing the needle over the wire to leave the wise 

placed in the vein, and thee finally advancing a thin flexible catheter 

il 

imairr.....•=mmillnimi 
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over the wire into the vein. Thawire can dun be removed, leaving the 

Whom in the vein. Usually this procedure is performed in the groin 

(femoral vein), the neck (interval or extend jugular vein), or tinder 

the collet' bone (subclavian vein). 

, 	The mond technique for obtaining central intrevemous acme 

Is celled the cut down nelmique. This involves the use of a scalpel to 

make a series of incisions through the skin, the suboutoutous fat s  end 

the undalying muscle, to reach the relatively deeply loomed central 

vein. The length of these incisions is in the range of tun inches and 

depends .upon a variety of factors including location of the incision. 

degree of waning, depth &the vessel, and the skill piths surgeon. As 

with the peretuarisout teehniqin, this procedure is molly performed 

in the ruin ((ew& vein), the neck (interne or external jugular vein), 

or under the collar bone (subelavien vein). The out dews technique is 

also used to obtain access to vehn in the am mod lca. pudadadY in 

the setting of shock from WOOL% where bleeding hes emptied the 

vascular system and pacuteneens mem is thereby made difficult, 

Unlike the PereiltaniOUI techaique, the cut down technique requites an 

array of stogies] tools including hemostats, retractors, scissors, end 

9 
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scalpels. The procedure typically requires the me of electocauhny, 

which is used to stop bleeding by burning the open ends of blood 

vessels. 

The selection between' these nachniquee ie s thereon* 

decision the is mode by the prectitheer based at the considerations of 

the individual situation lievertissiem„ we stele with academe that in 

the overwhelming majority of situation when fennel access is 

required, the percutenenos technique is heady favored over the cut 

doves procedure. The mane ihr dal me simple: corepmed with the 

art down hulmique, the prrouteneous technique is less invasive, lese 

*did, len eacpensive, ashy, hater, easier to lenne„ miler to teeth, 

and easier to mama. 

IV. QUALIFICATIONS MB OBTAINING CENTRAL 
ACCIESS 

Obtaining twinge] venous wens, whether by the paeuteneme 

techzdque or the cut down technique is a sipificent medical 

procedure that requires sidll, judgment, and opulence. These 

pro:echoes are typically tete* during post-greduste medical .nipidawy 

Middy& end involve 'elbow to elbow" supervision by en maimed 

practitioner. Some medical specialties (including surgery, 

10 
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anesthesiology, cardiology, intensive cue, and interventional 

radiology)iletpmniy involve plummet of central venous catheter* 

In other medical specielties, it is frequently the case that a Pelle* 

requiring central venous access will be referred to a physician with 

expertise and proficiency in perennial the procedure. 

Pm physicians to he permitted to practice in * given hospital, 

they must apply for and receive admitting privilege' As pen of this 

Process, a physician will apply for permission to peribrm various 

procedures, and hospitals have in place systems fbr ascertaining 

whether such procedure privileges should be granted. Obtaining 

centml venous access, whether by the peroutantious technique or the 

cut down technique, ii a procedure that is specifically privileged bY 

hospitals. This system is followed throughout the country as a mows 

of assuring the personnel passaging adequate training and experience 

care ler patients. In perdcalsr, in Meting Privilege' for Pethernieft 

central venous sown a hospital board would need evidence that * 

physician podiums the procedure with significant frequency and has 

appropriate credential" Amens the required credentials would be 

evidence of active state licenser* A hospital would also need to 

11 
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review $ Fiysiciftet career record to ensure that there vas no history 

of licensors menden for misconduct or incompetence. LIU= 

urvisks-isLusiono_thsLototkiegia.scsimAggliiiikula 

intsicsoutoesauadsli 

V. COMPLICATIONS OF PLACING =MAL VINOUS 
CATHITrati 

One of the reasons for requiring cretkanialing for obtaining 

octal venous access is that the procedures ere associated with 

significnot comphcationa. These complicatons imply& pain, 

hemming. (severe bleeding), cardiac arrhythmia, and pannothern 

(accumulation of sir in the space between the lung and ismer chest 

wall, causing hang collapse and suffocetion). The amount of pin 

caused by the procedure is relined to the etpricnce of the practitioner. 

A skilled practner will spend less time "fishing mound" to find the 

location of the vein and will be more adept id effeedvaly inalbalkla 

local enesthesia to mike the procedme more °entomb's. 

Hemorrhage can occur because of leceseting or muffing the 

large blood vessels that are the torts of the leveed= liernarrher 

can be *simnel or internal. If it is =tenni, one result me be 

12 



widespread distribution of blood throughout the operative field, 

including the drapes covering the patients flex, the floor, the medical 

Mote* nod the operating table. If the hemorrhage is internal, 

expertise and experience is often required to recognize the problem 

and provide appropriate treatment. Hemorrhage, while net PliefOf Per 

se, is exnaerdirurrily distressien and is essociesed with MUM, 

shortness of breath,' sense of suffocation, and terror. 

Cardiac ambytkinies (abnormal beating of the heart) an be 

triggered by inadvertent stimulation of the heart MOWN by the catheter 

or wire- These errhyrismies can cause a protbund lowering of bleed 

pressure, wlfth like hemorrhage is extremely distressing If the Were 

to =or, the WWI would likely require electrical defOrillation or 

electrical cardioversion, both of which would burn the skin and 

produce en extrecedinerily agerdzing experience for a conscious 

palm 

Finally, the complication of pneumetherst can be cooled by 

inadvertently puncturing the thin sac thst separates the Woes from the 

inner side of the chest wall. The resultbig lung collapse is panful and 

extremely distressing, causing suffixation and sometimes death. The 

13 
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tratmisnt of pneumothoral involves the insertion done ot more large 

diameter lute. (approximately one-half inch in diameter) betmuse the 

rho and deep into the cheat to evacuate the air. This Mind= is 

*AI, should only be performed by esparionced practitioners, and is 

neampsegoi by *is own set of catantrophio complication,. 

it should be noted dot in mod Glinted illations in which 

Genteel venous access is being dodo* peripheral intravenous access 

has airealy been established Periphend lines plow a critind role in the 

treatment of the shoveqlescribed compilations became they permit 

the adninbtratice of painkillers and Intiftives, dregs fir treeing 

turhydunias, and allow he the infusion of blood and other fluids to 

treat beencerhega Logically, in a setdng where central access is 

required hems periphend access could not be achieved, these 

complicedone ant much mons Swann and difficult to mew. 

Pt CONC'ERNS OF AKIO CURIAE REGARDING 1St 
STATE OF ALASAMA'S PROPOSED FlOacouRn 
TO owrim CENTRAL VINOUS ACC288 IPI THE 
radnnorma 

It is our understanding thins  the Petitioner hes history of 

difficult intravenous seem The affidavit of Weldon Oland °Ova 

state; that difficulty is setioipeted in obtain* Weave:nous access and 

14 
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that a plan has been formulated to obtain central venous mast It is 

ow Anther understood% that this plan 'wolves attempting catheter 

plecanent in the groin. the neck. or the mu 

It is our =derailed/1g that the Respondents have relined to 

disclose the Slate of Alabama's mined for lethal injection and have 

ditclosed very little information about the methods that will be 

mph)* in disrupts to gain venous access in the Petitioner. 11 is our 

firther undastendlag that the Respondents have not disclosed any 

information about the personnel who will be placing the mind 

catheter in the Pedtioner, including information about the personnel's 

credentials and experience. Indeed, it is not even known whether the 

individual who will be performing the medical procedure holds a 

count lime= to practice medicine in the State of Alabama or any 

other sate. Thus, thou is no assumes or bags fix confidence that a 

suitably proficient pmetidonw will podium this medial pm:educe. 

The failure on the pert of the Respondents to Provide dds 

intimation makes it impossible to rationally aseensin whether or net 

reasonable steps have been taken to mute that the procedure will not 

be Inmgled and mute some suffering and distrait to the Petitioner. 

15 
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Wankm Qdliver in his affidavit states diet if the °Mal 

intooneus access is obtained via the neck, the " .extereal carotid win" 

will be used. Them is no such Mame in home beings, and it is net 

credible to the amid claim tint a trained physhien or preetidonm 

vAiold owl mistakenly use this tom. Ocklly, an affidavit by Dr. Moe 

Sonia also mei the term "entsmed carotid vain". The use of this 

term bespeaks the presence elms dna a glimmer of femilierity with 

the procedure and Woman our coon that the peasenael meruited 

by the Reepoodellet Sx this procedure will not possess the requisite 

proficiency and wards& It is difficult to believe do me,  premed 

currently employed by die Respondent, possess the requisite exordia 

to perform, review. or 'lien or on the procedures proposed by the 

Respondents. 

It is our tinders:ending dmt Warderi *diver's inidal plan vies 

to place the amend line tvnety-ftiur hours in adman of the emendes. 

This On reangs a troubling !sok ofjudgment. The het that Waulea 

Oiniver muted this iledvised pie, eventuelly asserting that the 

reocoduro would be performed one or two hours pder to the execution, 

deem nothing to mitigate the feet that be node tbe propose' and. hr a 

16 
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period of time defended it Also, it is our understimding that Warden 

Culliver initially &fanned the Pedtioner that the procedure would 

involve an incision a quarter of an inch in length but later informed the 

Petitioner, as is reflected In his affidavit, that the incision would be 

approximately two ladies in length. Warden Culliver clearly lacks the 

experience and expertise to make (*Woes *out the medical extorts 

of die Madura 

It is also our understandieg that during curly discussions about 

plans to obtain intravenous access in the Petitioner. Warden Cava 

used the tam "cut-down" to lefty to the percutaneous procedure. As 

described above, the two procedures are very different, end in virtually 

all cases it is preferable to use the permanents technique. Warden 

Culliver's NI= to discern the distinctions between these procedures, 

in corduncdon with hie apparent prominent role in design* the 

procedure, strongly suggests the the Petitioner is at risk for being 

subjected to a poorly designed procedure. 

In asminalY. the  Procedures Mr obtaining Dental venous amen 

aro cornpkx medical procedures that require training and skill and 

should only be perform' by experienced and credentialed personnel. 

17 
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War& ClithireeS approach thus fa his been to conceal from the 

Palmer the nature of the procedure to be pekbrund and the 

qualifications of the personnel who will be peribrming it. Rased won 

the ecent Warne:ion dui has hew provided by the Respongkees, the 

Arnie' curiae axe conoerned that the Petitioner is at greet tisk of 

experiencing unnecessery suffering and pin. 

VIL CONCLUSION 

In view of the abovadenaibed problems. andt =inn curiae 

cannot escape the aahrnankte eaneinsion that the Respondents haVe 

taken a *honed and dismayed approach to doeignicil the Pinceders 

for obtaining 	iuu,jj  muss in the Petitioner's cese This situation 

brinp In mind an adage of medical traitdrig, 	to plan is 

planning to ibir. We de ThOt wainstand why it would not be in the 

best interest of the Respondents to contract with a clemenetrably 

experienced pisysieims to patbmi the weeders of obtaining emirs] 

intones= mem on the Petitioner. We also do net undastand why 

it would not be in the beat interest of the Respondents to provide 

infermadon ahem the physician's cradentials so that it could be 

reasonably determined thee tem] humanoid wens amid be 

18 
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obtained in a fashion that would minimise the risk of needless amity, 

pain, and =Mein* 

It is our understanding the need to obtain weld venom Weal 

in the Petidoner is not enlarged. The readily appered lack of a 

coherent prograni fbr deligning it paying an this procedere on the 

Pedtioner leads us to reconenead in the strongest possible teens that 

the procedure be postponed until the dements se forth above are 

brought into place. Specifically, we teitettleiteld Viet the Respondents 

be required to disclose a reasonably detsiled end median* around 

description of the procedure to be endemic= and a dangled 

descripdon of the personnel who will be performing the procedure, 

including the credentials of the medical personnel. We, of conk 

recognize the medical pommel's desire * anonymity in the context 

of perikaming medical procedures related to an erceution. However, it 

is not difficult to envision a solution the allows for a review otitis 

inibreation without revealing the idanity of the Regale personnel. 

For cum*, a mutually agreed upon indeprodent party could review 

the professional credentials and licensers edict modical personnel and 

provide an assurance to latices*, porde,  that aPPrelxisaalY 

19 
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otodeadoled pommel would be invotvad. 

The amid curio lespeolfolly request that tido Court vont the 

Potidonon Petition for Writ of Certiorari. 

Respcdfoily submitted, 

20 
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1 busby car* thorns*" this date loved a true and °meet 

copy of diii Brief of Amid Cwiee in Support of Pelilkez by UMW 

States Moil with proper poop affixed thereto upon the following 

Mr. MOW Billingday 
Deputy Amur/ Goland 
Alabama State Noun 
11 South Union Sweet 
lvicalgomery, Alabama 36130 

Michael Kennedy McIntyre 
507 The Gant Building 
44 Broad Strut N.W. 
Mints, GA 30303 

H. Victoria *aids 
WTI* Grant Building 
44 Broad Strut, N.W. 
Atlanta, GA 30303 

Dust This LatSasy of November, 2003. 
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• Todirdika 
• Smailen 
• limaagg 
%MUM sualrarla • numilkamilta ! • Email= 

1.111111 

= 
MEM 
• Toartilfiro • ULU= 
•• MEM  Ili 
• Ihdd *dims 

He has said he we deckle Wei Issue by Wednesday. 

Cohvell has chased to be interviewed by the press. 

Let Vegas SUN: Ella =MEM moats Pete I. of 3 

alwomaYmelYnkafaan 
	 ■11•11111•■■••■■ 

Killer makes anal requests 

ingemis family member* plan to attend execution 

By CY Ryan gallaMMOMILIMP 
WI CAPITAL DUREN., 

CARSON CITY — Las Vegas Idler Lamer= Colwell winti le be eeelliglemed 
when he gee* lo his execution Farah 28 at the Nevide State Pli1017. 

Cavell hos add b receive a mind and lo have MI teeth deemed before he 
Ii put to death by Wei injeclion. glace apclosenain Fria Schkanen sold. 

The bowie has been placed in protective custody In a sIngle.bed cell The 
section he is in has its own exercise yard. 

Schlottmen described Coltvelfs demeanor is "metterkut-fact. -  Colwell has 
declined further court appeals snd odd he mite to be execuisde But he his 
tenths door open to renew tie appal and gid a stay of execution front the 
federal mud. 

1 

• ledmilidem I Laitois 
=k1  

• road 
- Irlutrell • Mai 
• CM 
• WAY • SEW 
• Swat • Irora 

Pry Rceenskick. the OM of the *am and bendy Men the denglitar, elan 
to semi the execution_ Row*** saId.vi hive kV he Raids 'Inc  *lure! 

Rosenstock, of New York, sold Colwell "cid wrong by my Mlle and the MB 
leaved a peenenent mirk on my life 

Rosenatock said he and Mhos who Ova In New Jamey, pion to arrive the 
nigle before the execution. 

cohtvil hoe asked that hie Ideviskin, athiCh was In OM.. be Mined to  hint 

httpd/wwwissvepszne.comiambanittorietiouni201Wmcc/18/5116550150.btmVoimodlion 	3/34006 
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fildtotbnen mid. Cavell Ms aiso Wed for ice In his soft dunks. The prison I 
dos 

 
not have an ine.nvddng ghlns, Stamen add. 

Come, wixo turned 36 on March 1. would he the 10th person snouted since i 
Nevada re-esti/bibbed the death penally in 1977. The lad execution was of 
Sebastian Bridget On Apr1 21,2001. 

MIRO 
Qin/WM 

In 1901 the Legleleture ordered all executions to be coried cut et the $tele 
print in Cahoon City, according to state arotilviit Go Roche. Slice then 51 
!nen haw been snouted: 32 in the gal chanter; 10 bY bonging; I7i 
Wel Injection; and one shot. 

• 
The only women aver mewed, Elizebeth Potle, was Wood wilh her lluebend 
Josiah Pots In Elko using double Woos on June 20,1190. for the shooting 

; murder and malletIon of Win Fume In Ceram 
4 

; The oldest men executed at the state prison was John Kramer, fit who was 
pit to death In Arrant 1942. The youngest we Floyd Loveless, 17, WhO 

I put to death In September 1914 for the murder de constable near Carlin when 
*wow* as 15. 

I The March 20 execution is expected to have an esemsted 20 Mimeses, 
including the foray members and 10 mimeos d the midis, 3si4otenen said. 

On March 10,1994, Cavell and his girlfriend Merle= Paul tabbed and 
murdered 701w-old Fri* Rosenetook at the Tropicana Reserielock. of 

; Florid*. was handcuffed and strangled with a bet 

Cdwel end Paul led 10 Oregon, where she tamed herself In to sulhoribes. ate 
t pleaded guilty to firetodegres murder and testified ageinet Camel She Is 

awing a We term with the poesiblity al prole. 

'Me stets Initially did not seek the delft permily in the case, but Cokvall offered 
to piped guilty to en Merges II the Oats stringed Its position. At the penally 
hawing before three judges, Coiwsilirked to be put to death. 

; Before the execution, Cohvell, whose alias is Charles Word, will be 
truustsced to one of two lest-night calk: vasee three to four takers ii be 

igned. Prison MINI ii one guard ;met /Mays hen the condemned man 
' in sight so he does not try so conwnk suicide. 

I Radio and vision eels are placed outside ihe oell, so there are no =de in 
the cell. The cancisnmad men is strio-seerched Wore he enters the eel He Is 
Wowed to order hie test med. 

Them Is a telephone amide the cell so the inmate can make his final oak or 
seek 'say  of exsoudon. 

Clergy members sue available, and several hours before the execodon the 
Inmate can request a secistbre. 

At tie appointed ems V* inmate is led by gores to the dollth rms whin he 
Is placed on a gurney and secured by *rape oft tds waists, *am chest, 
stomach and Int He Is not masked or hooded and he can move his head to 

http:/hvvrclarrsgsasun.somiaunbia/storicatsat2004hastil 16550150.htm1lexacutisa 	38/2006 
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Las Vegas SUN: Killer Ammo hie 3 44'3 

I *ice the witness IT he wishes, 	 . ' , 

1 Through three windows, *Itasca' can view the inmais being strapped dean 
i The shades are drawn when an Mein= tube is pieced M each Snit. The 
1 shades are then kited again, with the candermad men lying an Ms gurney. 

i Some of the condsnmed men hen mouthed words to the witnewee, either 
edking for forgiveness or claiming their innocence. Others kept their eyes 

I toward the ceding. The kunst" is asked by Corrections Director Jackie 
. 	 i Crawford whether he hes any lest wadi. 

!, The Masi drugs we then administered. An unidernsied person, hidden tom 
, 	L view In an adisinbig mem. pushes em syringe_ 

It  Prison physician Dr. Ted netico said sodurn aento/ is admiristanK1 first 
I to put the man thus than 20 milligrams of Pavulan goes Into the veins to 
! Mop the Wog and *My. praseslum moods, whish amps the hawk 

I The moms takes several minutes. The Minds ere in drawn and nude" 

1 Intim the room be poroglince ONO. 

hatimmarirmained 
pnvery and mid's. 

NI comoBilgifsg rsa- 30011 Us Vigo aun, Inc. 

! 

1 attlislitslakis I Millikill.ftli 	 _ 	 : ...•.... 4. 
11/ 	u1F,  Cm to Oifiai Mato Group. planets et Iiiiminum Las Vim 1.1.. Las Vein illwale. Las Wart %%odd

UI 	 card 

bilp;//www.Luvegessun.mentsunbinisioriesison/2004/inar/18/316550150.102Thowsution dia... 3/3/2006 
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Declaration of Mark J. S. Heatb, 

I, Mark J.S. Heath, MD„ hereby declare as follows: 

1. I am an Assistant Professor of Clinical Anesthesiology at Columbia University In 

New York City. I received my Medical Doctorate degree from the University of North Carolina 

at Chapel Hill in 1986 and completed residency and fellowship training in Anesthesiology in 

1992 at Columbia University Medical Center. I am Board Certified in Anesthesiology, and am 

licensed to practice Medicine in New York State. My work consists of approximately equal parts 

of perfuming clinical aneethesiology, teaching residents, fellow!, and medical students, and 

managing a neuroscience laboratory. As a result of my training and research I am familiar and 

proficient with the use and pharmacology of the chemicals used to perform lethal injection. I am 

qualified to do animal match at Columbia University and am familiar with the Arnatican 

Veterinary Medical Association's guidelines. 

2. Over the put several yews, as a result of concerns about the mechanics of lethal 

injection as practiced in the United Sides. I have performed many hundreds of hotel of research 

into the techniques that are used during this procedure. I have testified as an expert medical 

witness in courts in Maryland, Georgia, Tenneieec, Kentucky, Virginia, and Louisiana in the 

following actions; eater v. Saar, No. V/DQ-05-3207 (D. Md.): Evans v. Strar, No. 1:06-CV-

00149-EEL, (D. Md.); 

Reid v. Johneen, No. 303cv1039 (ED. Va.); Abdreltaknan v. Brederen, No. 02-2236-111 

(Davidson County Chancery CL, Tenn.); Mere v. Michael Wayne Nance, 95-B-24614 (Ga. 

Superior CL); Ralph Raze & Thames Bowling v Rees, 04-CI-01094 (Franklin County Circuit CI., 

Ky.); Taylor v. Cawfaed, 054173.CV.C.P.IG ( W.D. Mo.); and State v. Nathaniel Code, 

No.138860, (lit Judicial D. Ct of LA for Caddo Parish 2003). I have filed affidavits that have 
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been reviewed by courts in the above states and also in California, Pennsylvania, New York, 

Alabama, North Carolina, South Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Tent, Missouri, and by the United 

States Supreme Court. 

1 	During court proceedings, I have heard testimony from prison wardens who are 

responsible for conducting executions by lethal Injection. I have notified before the Nebraska 

Senate Judiciary Committee regarding proposed legislation to adopt lethal injection. I have 

testified before the Pennsylvania Senate Judiciary Committee regarding proposed legislation to 

prohibit the use of pancurordum and the other treurorouscubr Mockers in Pennsylvania's lethal 

injection protocol. My research regarding lethal injection has involved both extensive 

CoriVersildioris with recognized experts in the field of lethal injectioo, toxicology, end forensic 

pathology and the exchange of personal conespundence with the individuals responsible for 

introducing lethal injection as a method of execution in Oklahoma (the first state to formulate the 

procedure) and in the United States. 

4. 	My qualifications are further detailed in my curriculum vitae, a copy of which is 

attached hereto as Exhibit A and incorporated by reference as if fully rewritten herein. 

S. 	I have been asked by counsel fir Edward Lee Deets to MIAOW the procedures 

concerning lethal injection currently in place in Nevada to assess whether them Is a risk of the 

inmate experiencing pain and suffering while the lethal injection is administered.. I hold all 

opinions expressed in this Declaration to a reasonable degree of medical certainty, except as 

specifically noted at the end of paragraph 35, where I make a speculative comment. 

6. 	I have revkwed the Nevada Department of Corrections' "Confidential Execution 

Manual." 
II 

2 13 
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7. 	In addition, I have reviewed numerous documents, Including execution logs, for 

California's executions. Compatible information about executions by lethal injectice in Nevada -1 
Is unavailable. However, Nevada's lethal injection protocol is similar to that used in California 

prior to the proceedings in Morales v. Rickman. 

8 	I have also reviewed Nev. Rev. Stat. f 632.005 and N.A.C. IR 638.430 et. seq. 

which pertain to the training for those performing euthanasia on animals, as well as statutes 

pertaining to euthanasia of animals from the states of Califtenia, Florida, Georgia, Maine, 

Matyland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas, Connecticut, 

Delaware, Illinois, Kaman, Kentucky, Louisiana, Missouri, Rhode bland and South Carolina, 

have also reviewed the 2000 Report of the Panel on Euthanasia of the American Veterinary 

Medical Association, attached hereto as Exhibit B. the American Society of Anesthesiologist's 

Practice Advisory for Intrsoperative Ay/annum and Brain Function Monitoring, attached hereto 

as Exhibit C, and the American Society of Anesthesiologist's Standards for Bask Anesthetic 

Monitoring, attached hereto as Exhibit D. 

9. 	Boxed upon my review of this material and my knowledge of and experience in 

the field of anesthesiology, I have funned several conclusions with respect to the protocol of the 

Nevada Department of Conictions ("NDOC") for carrying out lethal injecdons. These 

conclusions arise both from the details disclosed in the materials I have reviewed and from 

medically relevant, logical infeomees drawn from the omission of details in those materials (e.g., 

details regarding the training of the monad involved; details of all of the medical equipment 

used; and details of the precise methods by which the pummel involved use the equipment to 

carry out an execution by lethal injection). 

3 
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A. 	NTIOC's Lethal Injection Protocol 

10. 	NIDOC's lethal injection protocol calls for the administration of 5 grams of 

sodium thiopental, 20 millivolts of pancuronhnn bromide (Pavtdon). and 160 millioquivalents 

of potassium chloride. Broadly speaking, the sodium thiopental is intended to save as an 

anesthetic, rendering the inmate unconscious for the duration of the execution. Five grams of 

sodium thiopental is a massive, and potentially lethal, dose. The panturonium bromide paralyzes 

the inmate's voluntary muscles, including those of his chest and diaphragm Pancuroahmi is not 

an anesthetic or sedative drug, and It does not affect consciousness. Potassium chloride is a salt 

solution that, when rapidly administered in high concentrations, induces cardiac arrest 

II. 	Although the successful delivery into the circulation of 5 grams of sodium 

thiopental and 20 milligrams of pancuronlum would be *hal, it is impost= to understand that 

the lethality of sodium thiopental and penctvonium is dui to 'respiratory arrest which takes 

several minutes to ensue and does not typicidly occur prior to the administration of potassium. ln 

the execution sequence, before death is caused by respiratory arrest Dm sodium thiopental and 

pancuroalum, death is caused by cardiac oust caused by potassium. I base this opinion, that the 

potassium and not the pancuronium or sodium thiopental is responsibk for the death of priaonen 

during lethal injection, on the following: 

In_glIgulans. During lethal injection, cardiac 8411/0 consistent with 

generating perfusion persists through the administration of sodium 

thiopental and pancuroolum and only stops after potassium has been 

adminhtered. The relatively sudden cessation of organised EKCI sodvity is 

not consistent with a cessation of circulation due to administration of 

sodium thiopental and/or pancuronium and is consistent with cessation of 

AA002683 
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circulation after the administration of a large dose of potassium chloride. 

PnacEdeuriaailiancntandlinrungiulli• Sodium thiopental and 

pancuronium exert their effects by interacting with molecular targets in the 

nervous system and on muscle cells in a manner that induces 

unconsciousness and stops breathing. Sodhmt thiopental end 

pencuronium, unlike other chemicals such as cyanide, do not kill cells or 

tissues, and are usefid to clinicians precisely because they do not kill or 

harm cells or tissues. The reason that sodium thiopental and pencurottiurn 

can cause death is that they cause the prisoner to stop breetWng. Failure to 

breathe will result in brain damage, brain desk and cardiac west as the 

level of oxygen in the blood declines over time. These processes take a 

varying amount of time, depending on many ftictors. Physicians generally 

use four minutes of not breathing as the approximate benchmark time after 

which irreversible brain damage from lack of oxygen 00CrUfS, and death 

typically occurs some number of minutes after the onset of brain damage. 

Iii worth noting, however, that this general figure of four minutes is 

often used in the context of cardiac arrest, in which there is no circulation 

of blood through the brain. If some level of blood circulation persists, it is 

very likely that brain demise and brain death would take longer than four 

minutes. 

In the context of lethal injection, sodium thiopental and pancuronium, if successfully 

delivered into the circulation in large doses, would indeed each be lethal. because they would 

stop the inmate's breathing. However, as described above, in execution by lethal injection as 

B) 

5 



• 
practiced by Nevada and other states the administration of potassium and death precede any 

cardiac arrest that would be caused by sodium thiopental and pancuronium, 

12. 	Intravenous injection of concentrated potassium chloride solution causes 

excruciating pain. The vessel walls of veins are richly supplied with sensory nerve fibers that are 

highly sensitive to potassium ions. The intravenous administration of concentrated potassium in 

doses intended to cause &nth therefore would be extraordinarily painful. NDOC's selection of 

potassium chloride to cause cardiac arrest needlessly increases the risk that. prisoner will 

experience excruciating pain prior to execution. There exist, however, alternative chemicals that 

do not activate the nerves ht the vessel walls of the veins in the way that potassium chloride 

dues. Despite the fact that the statute authorizing lethal injection in Nevada does not specify or 

require the use of potassium. NDOC has failed to choose a chemical that would cause death in a 

painlese manner. 

11 Thus, NDOC chose the means of causing death by choosing a medication 

(potassium chloride) that causes extreme pain upon administration, instead of selecting available, 

equally effective yet essentially painless medications for stopping the heat In so doing, NDOC 

has taken on the responsibility of ensuring, through all reasonable and feuible steps, that the 

prisoner is sufficiently anesthetized and cannot experience the pain of potassium chloride 

injection. 

14. The provision of anesthesia has become a mandatory standard of care whenever a 

patient is to be subjected to a painful procedure. Throughout the civilized world, the United 

States, and Nevada, whenever a patient is required to undergo a painful procedure, it is the 

standard of care to provide some form of anesthesia. Circumstances arise in which prisoners in 

Nevada require surgery, and in many instances the surgery requires the provision of general 

6 
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anesthesia, In these circumstances general anesthesia is provided, and it is provided by an 

individual with specific training and qualifications in the field of anesthesiology. it is critical to 

understand that the great majority of physicians and nurses and other health can professionals do 

not possess the requisite training, skills, experience, and credentials to provide general 

anesthesia. it would be unconscionable to forcibly subject any person, including a prisoner in 

Nevada, to a planned and anticipated highly OW procedure without first providing an 

appropriate anesthetic, and it would be =conscionable to allow personnel who are not properly 

trained in the field of anesthesiology to attempt to provide or supervise this anesthetic care. 

15. As a living person who is about to be subjected to the excruciating pain of 

potassium injection, it is imperative this all prisoners undergoing lethal Injection be provided 

with adequate anesthesia. This imperative is of the same order as the imperative to provide 

adequate anesthesia for any Nevada prisoner requiring general anesthesia (or any type of 

anesthesia) before undergoing painful surgery. Given that the injection of potassium is a 

scheduled and premeditated event that is known without any doubt to be extraordinarily panful, 

it would be unconscionable and barbaric for potassium injection to take place without the 

provision of sufficient general anesthesia to ensure that the primer is rendered arid maintained 

=conscious throughout the procedure, end it would be unconscionable to allow personnel who 

are not properly Wined in the field of anesthesiology to attempt to provide or supervise this 

anesthetic care. 

B. 	Failure to Adhere to a Medics/ Standard of Care in Adminhtering 

Anesthesia 

16. It is my opinion to a reasonable degree of medical certainty that the lethal 

injection procedures selected for use in Nevada and used elsewhere subject the prisoner to an 

increased and urmecemary risk of experiencing excruciating pain in the course of execution. 
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Because of the potential for an excruciating death created by the use of potassium chlorides it is 

necessary to induce and maintain an appropriate and deep plane of anesthesia. The circumstances 

and environment under which anesthesia is to be induced and maintained according to NDOC'a 

execution manual create, needlessly, a significant risk that inmates will suffer the pain that 

accompanies the injection of potassium chloride. 

17. 	Presumably because of the excruciating pain evoked by potassium, lethal 

injection protocols like Nevada's plan for the provision of Mend anesthesia by the inclusion of 

sodium thiopental. When successfully delivered into the circulation in sufficient quantities 

sodium thiopental causes sufficient depression of the nervous system to permit excruciatingly 

painful procedures to be performed without causing discomfort or distress. Failure to 

successfully deliver into the circulation a sufficient dose of sodium thiopental would result in a 

failure to achieve adequate anesthetic depth and thus failure to block the excruciating pain of 

potassium administration. 

ii. NDOC's procedures do not comply with the medical standard of core for inducing 

and maintaining anesthesia prior to and during a pain1W procedure. Likewise. NDOC's 

procedures are not compliant with the guidelines set forth by the American Veterinary Medical 

Association for the euthanasia of animal& Further, NDOC has made insufficient preparation for 

the real possibility, encountered in many other jurisdictions, and planned for in those 

jurisdictions, that peripheral 1V Neese cannot be successfully established. 

1. 	The Da•gers of Using Sodium Thiopental so an Anesthetic 

19. A major concern I have bawd on what I know about NDOC"s lethal injection 

protocol relates to the use of sodium thiopental. Sodium thiopental is an ultrashottpacring 

barbiturate with a relatively short shelf lifb in liquid form. Sodium thiopental is distributed in 
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powder form to increase its shelf life; it must be mixed into a liquid solution by trained personnel D 
before it can be injected. 

20. When anesthesiologists use sodium thiopental, we do so for the purpose* of 

temporarily anesthetizing patients for sufficient time to intubete the trachea and insensate 

mechanical support of ventilation and respiration. Once this has been achieved, additiomd drugs 

arc administered to maintain a 'surgical depth" or "musical Ouse" of anesthesia (Le, a level of 

anesthesia deep enough to ensure that a surgical patient feels no pain and is unconicious). The 

medical utility of sodium thiopental derives from its ultntshort-acting properties: if unanticipated 

obstacles hinder or prevent successful intubation, patients will likely quickly regain 

consciousness and resume ventilation and respiration on their own. 

21. The benefits of sodium thiopental in the operating room engender serious risks in 

the execution chamber. Although the full five grams of sodium thiopental, if properly 

administered into the prisoner's bloodstream, would be more than sufficient to cause 

unconsciousness and, eventually, death, if no resuscitation efforts were made, my research into 

executions by lethal injection strongly indicates that executions have occurred where the full 

dose of sodium thiopental listed in the protocol WU not fitly and properly administered. If an 

Inmate does not receive the MI dose of sodium thiopental because of errors or problems in 

administering the drug, the inmate might not be rendered unconscious and unable to feel pain, or 

alternatively might, because of the shod-acting maim of sodium thiopental, regain 

consciousness during the execution. 

22. Thus, the COMM raised in this affidavit apply regardless of the size of the dose 

of sodium thiopental that is prescribed under the protocol. The level of anesthesia, if any, 

achieved in each individual inmate depends on the amount that is successfWly administered, 

although other factors such as the inmate's weight and sensitivity/resistance to barbiturates are 
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also relevant. Many foreseeable situations exist in which human or technical errors could result 

in the failure to successfully administer the intended dose. NDOC's execution manual both 

fosters these potential problems and fails to provide adequate instructioe for preventing or 

rectifying these situations, and it does these things needlessly and without legitimate reason. 

Examples of problems that could prevent proper administration of sodium thiopental include, but 

are not limited to, the following: 

a) arms in Preparatioe.  Sodium thiopental is delivered in powdered form and 

must be mixed into an aqueous solution prior to administration. This preparation requires the 

correct application of pharmaceutical knowledge and familiarity with terminology and 

abbreviations. Calculations are also required, particularly if the protocol requires the use of a 

concentration of drug that difihre from that which is normally used. 

b) BEISILII3-141011A1 oflaginges.  NDOC's execution manual states the syringes 

will be "clearly marked," but does not specify a standsrd order in which the syrinps will be 

prepared or how they will be labeled. This could cane confusion in creating the syringe; 

leading to mislabeling, which, depending on the labeling system used, might not be detected and 

corrected later in the process. 

c) &roar in Selection the Correct Sydnge  during the sequence of adminisnition. 

d) r4ndnScuesitinialin&lbsQw/.11112-.61linifUS221.111111. Nevada's 

execution manual fails to identify the person(s) responsible for injecting the lethal drugs and 

further fails to identify their qualifications. 

e) The IV Tuitigateagek,  An "IV setup" consists of multiple components that 

are assembled by hand prior to use. It as is the practice in Nevada, the permute' who are 

10 
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o • injecting the drugs are not at the bedside but are instead in a different room or part of the room. 

multiple IV extension sets need to be inserted between the inmate and the adminigradon site. :D 
Any of these connections may loosen and leak4 in clinical practice, it is important to maintain --1 
visual surveillance of the full extent of IV tubing so that such leaks may be detected. Nevada's 

practice, by which the execurioner(s) is in a separate room with no visual surveillance precludes 

detection of any leak that may occur. 

0 Incorrect Inution of the Cathets  If the catheter Is not properly placed in a 

vein, the sodium thiopental will enter the 11531.111 surrounding the vein but will not be delivered to 

the central nervous system and will not render the inmate unceneciong. This condition, known as 

infiltration. occurs with regularity in the clinical selling. Recognition of infiltration requires 

coati/wed surveillance of the IV site during the injection, and that surveillance should be 

performed by the individual who is performing the injection so as to permit correlation between 

visual observation and tactile feedback from the plunger of the syringe. 

e) idizoilion.obbeLegiglig. Even if properly inserted, the catheter tip may move 

or migrate, so that at the time of injection it is not within the vein. This would result in 

infiltration, and therefore a failure to deliver the drug to the inmate's circulation and failure to 

render the inmate unconscious. 

It) Pelf/mann arligpOne ow token of tbe Vein.  During the insertion of the 

catheter, the wall of the vein can be perforated or weakened, so that during the injection some or 

ill of the drug leaves the vein and enters the surrounding finale. The likelihood of rupture 

occurring is increased if too much presstne is applied to the plunger of the syringe during 

Injection, because a high pressure injection results in s high velocity jet of drug in the vein that 

am penetrate or tear the vessel wall, 

II 
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gaMigi.YfantlitUlnliallillgiallIgS Even without damage or Perforation 

of the vein during insertion of the catheter, excessive pressure on the syringe plunger during 

Injection CM result in tearing, rupture, and !Wrap of the vein due to the high velocity jet that 

exits the tip of the catheter. Should this occur, the drug vioWd not enter the circulation and would 

therefore fail to render the inmate UricOINKiells. 

j) Seczring the Catheter.  After insertion, catheters must be properly secured by the 

use of tape, adhesive material, or suture. Movement by the inmate, even if restrained by swans, 

or traction on the IV tubing may result in the dislodging of the catheter. 

k) fethgeio Properly Asingnister Fi 	lutions Between Weill= ef lama. 
Solutions of paralytic agents such as panceronium cause sodium thiopental to precipitate out 

of solution on contact, thereby interfering with the delivery of the drug to the inmate and to 

the Canal nervous system. NDOC's mutual does not specify if, how, or when the lines will be 

flushed. 

after placement of the IV catheter will delay or inhibit the delivery of the drugs by the circulation 

to the central nervous system. This may cause a failure of the sodium thiopental to render end 

maintain the inmate in a state of unconsciousness. 

in) kneek2LEtei taps. Restraining straps may act as 

tourniquets and thereby impede or inhibit the delivery of drugs by the circulation to the central 

nCtiOls SySirM. This may Ca= a failure of the sodium thiopental to render and maintain the 

inmate in a state of unconsciousness. Even if the IV is checked for "free flow" of the intravenous 

12 
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fluid prior to commencing Injection, a small movement within the restraints on the part of the 

inmate could compress the vein end result in Unpaired delivery of the drug. 

2. 	The Need for Adequate Training in Administering Anesthesia 

23. Because of these foreseeable problems in administering anesthesia, in Nevada and 

elsewhere in the United States, the provision of anesthetic care is performed only by personnel 

with advanced training in the medical subspecialty of Anesthesiology. This is because the 

administration of anesthetic care is complex and risky, and on only be safely performed by 

individuals who have completed the extensive requisite training to permit them to parvids 

anesthesia services. Failure to properly administer * general anesthetic not only mates a high 

risk of medical complications including death and brain damage, but also is recognized to 

engender the risk of inadequate anesthesia, resulting in the awakening of patients during surgery, 

a divided complication known as "intraoperative awareness." The risks of intreoperaiive 

awareness are so grave that, in October 200S, the American Society of Anesthesiologist; 

published a new practice advisory on the subject of intraoperative IMILIVIC*11. if the individual 

providing anesthesia care is inadequately tabled or experienced, the risk of these complications 

is elliCifM01111iy increased. in Nevada end elsewhere in the United States, general enesthesia is 

administered by physicians who have completed residency training in the specialty of 

Anesthesiology, and by nurses who have undergone the requisite training to become Certified 

Registered Nurse Anesthetists (CRNA1). Physicians and nurses who have not completed the 

requisite training to become anesthesiologists or CRNAs are not permitted to provide gonad 

anesthesia. 

24. in my opinion, individuals providing general anesthesia in the Nevada State 

Prison should not be held to a diffeeem or lower standard than is set forth for individuals 

providing genera anesthesia in any other setting in Nevada. Specifically, the individuals 
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providing general anesthesia within Nevada State Prison should pouesa the experience and 

proficiency of anesthesiologists and/or CRNAs. Conversely, a physician who is nut an 

anesthesiologist or a nurse who is not a CRNA should not be permitted to provide general 

anesthesia within Nevada State Prison (or anywhere else in Nevada). 

25. NDOC's execution protocol fails to specify whether the person or persons 

administering the lethal injection have any training in administering anesthesia, or, if personnel 

are given training, what that training might be The absence of any details as to the training, 

certification, or qualifications of injection personnel raises critical question' about the degree to 

which condemned inmates risk suffering excruciating pain during the lethal injection procedure. 

The great majority of nurses are not trained in the lifie of ultmshart-acting barbiturates; indeed, 

this class of drugs is essentially only used by a very select group of nurses who have obtained 

significant experience in intensive care units and as nurse anesthedsts. Very ikrw paramedics arc 

tniried or experienced in the use of ultraehort-acting barbiturates. Rued on my medical training 

and experience, and based upon my research of lethal injecdon procedures and practices, 

inadequacies in these mu elevate the risk that the lethal injection procedure will cause the 

condemned to suffer excruciating pain during the execution process. Failure to require that the 

person or persona administering the lethal injection have training equivalent to that of an 

anesthesiologist or a CRNA compounds the risk that inmates will suffer excruciadng pain during 

their executiona 

3. 	NDOC's Failure to Account for Foreseeable Problems In Anesthesia 

Adelisistrstion 

26. 	hi addition to lacking any policy on the training necessary to perform a lethal 

injection, MCC's execution manual imposts conditions that exacerbate the foreseeable risks of 

improper anesthesia administration described above, and fails to provide any procedures for 
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dealing with these risks. Perhaps most disturbingly, Nevada's lethal injection practice prevents 

any type of effective monitoring of the inmate's condition or whether be is anesthetized and 

unconscious. ANT the IV lines are insetted into the inmate but before the administration of the 

sodium thiopental, the execution chamber is closed arid the prisoner is left alone in the chamber 

for the duration of the execution. Nevada's practice is that all prison personnel and others 

involved in the execution will be in a separate room. There is no window through which the 

executioner(3) can observe the inmate u the Wries of drugs is Injected. This falls below the 

standard of care. Accepted medical practice dictates that trained personnel monitor the IV lines 

end the flow of anesthesia into the veins through visual and tactile observation and examination. 

The lack of any qualified personnel present in the chamber during the execution thwarts the 

execution personnel from taking the standard and necessary measures to reasonably enlese that 

the sodium thiopental is properly flowing into the inmate and that he is properly anesthedzed 

prior to the administration of the pencuronium and potassium. 

27. 	In my opinion, having a properly trained and cmdentialed individual examine the 

inmate after the administration of the sodium thiopeetal (but prior to the administration of 

paricuronium) to verify that the inmate is completely unconscious would substendally mitigate 

the dense( that the inmate win suffer =auditing pain during his execution. As discussed later 

In this affidavit, this is the standard of we e  and in many states the law, that is set forth for dogs 

and cats and other household pets when they are subjected to euthanasia by potassium injection. 

Yet NDOC's execution manual does not provide for such verification, and indeed Nevada 

practice actively prevents the person or persons administering the lethal injection from 

determining whether or not the inmate remains CM/So= by requiring that all of the drugs must 

be administered remotely, front another room without even visual surveillance. 

28. 	By requiring that the dn.'s, be administered remotely, Nevada practice 
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necessitates the use of multipk connection sites in the IV tubing. This unnecessarily increases 

the risk of leakage and/or pinching of the tubes, and therefore creates a greater risk that the 

inmate will not be properly sedated. Any reasonable standard of care would require a system to 

be in place to ensure that the prisoner is properly anesthetized. 

29. Other than stating "the ',dud medication will be administered at a rapid rate," 

NDOC's execution manual provides no specifications regarding the timing of the administration 

of the drugs, thereby compounding the risks described in this Declaration. This cone= is greedy 

amplified by the use of an Wtrashort-acting barbiturate and is borne out by a review of the 

execution records from California. In each of the executions, the time between administrations of 

the three drugs varied for no apparent reason. The lack of a defined schedule for the 

administration of the dues drugs increases dte risk that the sedative effect of the sodium 

thiopental will wear off, should the inmate not receive the full dose. 

30. Nevada's lethal injection protocol does not account for procedures designed to 

ensure the proper preparation of the drugs used. I have not seen details regarding the credentials, 

certification, experience, or proficiency of the personnel who will be responsible for the mixing 

of the sodium thiopental from powder form, or for the drawing up of the drugs into the syringes. 

Preparation of drugs, particularly for intravenous use, is a technical task requiring significant 

training in pharmaceutical concepts and calculations. It is my opinion based on my review of 

lethal execution procedures in states that have disclosed more detailed information than what 

have seen about Nevada's procedures. that there exist many risks associated with drug 

preparation that, if not properly accounted for, further elevate the risk that the drug will not be 

properly administered and the inmate will consciously experience excruciating pain during the 

lethal injection procedures. 
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31. The altering of established medical procedures without adequate medical review 

and research, by untrained personnel, causes great concern shout the structure of the lethal 

injection protocol and its medical legitimacy. There is no indication of how Nevada's execution 

protocol was developed, who was consulted, what procedures were considered and why. The 

protocol may be something the W01114:4 developed alone, or in consultation with other 

corrections personnel, some of whom may or may not have any medignd training, or any 

specialized knowledge of anesthetic literature and practice. Appropriate mechanisms for medical 

review, and standardization of the implementation and amendment process, are critical features 

in any medical protocol so that the medical professionals and the public can he assured that 

proper and humane procedures are in place and being followed. Indeed, in other states, 

physicians and other medical personnel plays role in ensuring that any protocol is consistent 

with basic medical standards of care and humaneness. Otherwise, the process is subject and 

prone to ad hoc administration and error, if not [Foss negligence, or worse, an alteration of the 

process so as to inflict as much agony as possible. With lethal injection, such concerns are highly 

elevated. 

32. There are no procedures contained within NDOC's execution manual for the 

resuscitation of the intuits once the sodium thiopental is administered. To the contrary, the 

manual states that "once infbsion of the lethal injection haa begun . . the execution cannot be 

stopped." This would foreclose the possibility of altering the COWIN din execution in the event 

of legal relief. Any time up until the potassium chloride is administoted, the prisoner could be 

readily resuaeltaied given the appropriately trained personnel and routine resuscitation 

medication and equipment. if dell Were CO OCCUr after the potassium chloride was administered, 

msuscitation would be more challenging but still possible. Resuscitation would require 

equipment close-by, and properly eredentialed personnel, neither of which are specified in the 

execution manual. 
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33. Blind on my medical training and experience, and based on my research into 

lethal injection procedures and practice:, it is my opinion to a reasonable degree of medical 

certainty that any reliable, humane lethal injection procedure must account for the foreseeable 

circumstance of a condemned inmate having physical characteristics that is/event intravenous 

access from being obtained by a needle piercing the skin and entering a superficial vein suitable 

for the reliable delivery of drugs. There have been multiple lethal injections in which this 

problem has arisen from a variety of chum:emcee. Some of these circumstances could be due to 

conditions including amity, corticestereid treatment, history of intravenous drug use history of 

undergoing chemotherapy. Additiomdly, some people happen to have veins that are too small or 

deep to permit peripheral access. It is often not possible to anticipate difficult intravenous mesa 

situations, and there are rnuhiple examples of executions in which the personnel placing the Ws 

struggled to obtain peripheral IV access and eventually abandoned the effort, NDOC's execution 

manual is deficient in ite failure to plan for the foreseeable possibility that peripheral IV access 

can not be obtained. 

34. In this units& state lethal injection protocol* typically specify the use of a "cut- 

dowe procedure to access a vein adequate for the reliable infuaion of the lethal drugs. Aside 

from specifying in the Mist of Needed Equipment and Materials," which "may vary," * "sterile 

cut-down tray if necessary," Nevada's lethal injection execution protocol contains no reference 

to plans for dealing with the foreseeable circumstance wherein peripheral intravenous access 

=not be obtained in the arm or leg. No information regarding the training. experience, 

expertise, credentials, certification, or proficiency of the personnel who would perform such a 

"cut down" procedure is listed in the Nevada lethal injection protocol. In this regard, NDOC's 

lethal injection protocol is deficient in comparison to those of other state* that I have reVieWed. 

This complicated medical procedure requites equipment and skill that are not accounted for in 

the execution manual. It has a very high probability of not proceeding properly in the absence of 
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adequately trained and experienced personnel, and without the necessary equipment. If dorm 

improperly, the "cutdo wit" process can result in very serious complications including severe 

hemorrhage (bleeding), pneumothonut (collapse of * lung which may cause suffocation), and 

severs pain. It is well documented that lethal injection procedures in other states have at times 

required the use of a central intravenous Rua NDOC has not, to my knowledge, released 

information about the need for central intravenous access during prior executions, and therefore 

it is not possible to make any assessment *bout whether the necessary safeguards have been set 

ill place to ensure that the procedure is reasonably huMane. 

35. This concern over the challenges of IV placement has been demonstrated in 

numerous cases. For example, most recently, during the execution of Joseph Clark in Ohio, 

difficulties in finding a vein delayed the execution by almost 90 minutes. See Andrew Welsh-

Huggins, /V Fiasco Led Killer to Ask ibr Plan B, AP (May 12, 2006), attached hasten as Exhibit 

') E. The execution team struggled for several minutes to find usable vein. The team placed a 

"shunt" in Clark's left sun, but the vein "collapsed". Subsequently, the team placed elltunt" in 

Clark's right arm, but mistakenly attempted to administer the lethal drugs through the IV in the 

left arm where the vein had already "collapsed". The difficulties prompted Clark to sit up and 

tell his executioners "ft don't work" and to ask "Can you just give me something by mouth to 

end this?' Similar problems Qattarad during the execution of Stanley "'rookie" Williams, the 

injection team took 12 minutes to insert the IV lines. The first line was placed quickly but 

sported blood, and the staff struggled for ii minutes to inset the second line, having so much 

difficulty that Williams asked whether they were "doing that right" See The Execution ((Stanley 

Tooth William SPCiate.com  (Dec. 14, 2005), =ached hereto as Exhibit F. The difficulty of the 

challenge presented to the IV team Is evidenced by the comment that "By 12:10 &m., the 

medical tech's lips were tight and white and sweat was pooling on her forehead is she Probed 

Williams' arm." Similarly, the execution log of Donald Beerdslee's execution indicates that the 
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second IV line was Inserted with "difficulty," and the time entries indicate that it took 12 minutes 

to insert the second line, which is consistent with encountering problems in inserting the IV. 

When it proceeds smoothly, placement of a peripheral IV should, in my experience, take on the 

order of two minutes or leas. la the execution of William Bonin, it took the staff assigned 

anywhere between 18 and 27 minutes to fashion the IV lines (the records are unclear as to this 

point). This is an unusually long period of time for an experienced and properly trained 

professional. In the execution of Stephen Anderson on January 29, 2002, one of the  Persons who 

attempted to secure an IV was unable to do so without causing signiflcent bleeding and tbe need 

to remove his gloves. Again, this indictees that the process is a difficult one and that it is 

necessary that the persons doing it are properly trained and experienced. As is widely recognized 

in the medical community, administration of intravenous medications and the management of 

Intravenous systems art complex endeavors. While speculative sod not evidence-based, it la my 

opinion that it is likely that IV placement is rendered more difficult in the context of executions 

because the inmates are often in a very anxious status, %Nth =UM the release of epinephrine 

(sdrenalin) and nompinephrine, thereby causing constriction (narrowing) of blood vessels 

(including veins). When veins ate congested/narrowed it can be difficult or Impossible to insert 

an IV catheter. This is the best explanation I can provide for the otherwise unexplained 

extremely high incidence of difficult or failed peripheral IV placement. in individuals lacking 

known risk actors for difficult IV access. 

36. 	It is my further opinion that to ensure a lethal injection without substantial risks of 

inflicting severe pain and suffering, them must be proper procedures that are clear and 

consistent: there must be qualified personnel to ensure that anesthesia has been achieved prior to 

the administration of pa.ncuronium bromide and potassium chloride, there must be qualified 

personnel to select chemicals and dosages, set up and load the syringes, administer "pre-

injections," insert the IV catheter, and perform the other tasks required by such procedures; and 
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there must he adequate inspection and testing of the equipment and apparatus by qualified 

personnel. The Nevada Department of Corrections' written procedures for implementing lethal 

injection, to the extent that they have been made available, provide Par none of the above, 

C. The Use of Peueuronium Bromide 

37. Nevada's use of the drug pancuronium bromide saves no rational or legitimate 

purpose and compounds the risk that an inmate may suffer excruciating pain during his 

execution. Pancuroniurn paralyzes all voluntary muscles, but does not sired sensation, 

consciousness, cognition, or the ability to feel pain end suffixation. Because the sodium 

thiopental and potassium chloride would in themselves be sufficient to cause death, and the 

Potassium is administered well beton death would result from the pancuronium alone, it is my 

opinion held to a reasonable degree of medical certainty that them would be no rational place in 

the protocol for peneuronium as the lethal amount of potassium chloride is administered. 

38. Parscuronium bromide is a neuromuscular blocking agent. Its effect is to render 

the muscles unable to contract but it does not affect the brain or the nerves. It is used in surgery 

to ensure that there is no movement and that the patient is securely paralyzed no that surgery can 

be peribrmed without contraction of the muscles. In serscry, peacuronium bromide is not 

administered until the patient is adequately anesthetized. The anesthetic drugs must first be 

administered so that the patient is unconscious and doss not feel, see, or perceive the procedure. 

This can be determined by a trained medical professional, either a physioimt anesthesiologist or a 

nurse anesthetist, who provides close and vigibut monitoring of the patient, their Vital signs„ and 

various diagnostic indicators of anesthetic depth. NOOC's execution manual, to the extent 

disclosed, fails to provide an assurance that anesthetic depth will be properly amazed prior to 

the administration of peacuronium bromide. 
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39. if sodium thiopental is not properly administered ins dose sufficient to cause the 

loss of consciousness for the duration of the execution procedure, then it is my opinion held to a 

reasonable degree of medical certainty that the use of pancumnium places the coruknmed inmate 

at risk for consciously experiencing paralysis, suffocation and the excruciating pain of the 

intravenous injection of high dose potassium chloride. 

40. If administered alone, a lethal dose of pancumnium would not inunediately cause 

a condemned inmate to lose coriscioutmess. It would totally immobilize the inmate by paralyzing 

all voluntary muscles and the diaphragm. caulks the inmate to suffocate to death While 

experiencing an intense, conscious desire to inhale. Ultimately. consciousness would be lost, but 

it would not be lest as an immediate and direct result of the panouronium. Rather, the lose of 

consciousness would be due to suffocation, and would be preceded by the torment and agony 

caused by suffocation. This period of torturous suffixation would be expected to last at least 

several minutes and would only be relieved by the onset of suffocation-induced unconsciousness 

Of by death from potassium* chloride. 

41. Because the administration of a paralyzing dose of perm:uranium bromide to a 

conscious person would necessarily cause excruciating suffering, it would be =conscionable to 

administer pancurenium without first ensuring that the induction of general anesthesia had 

successfully achieved the necessary anesthetic depth. 

42. Based on the information available to me, it is my opinion held to a reasonable 

degree of medical certainty that Nevada's lethal *lotion protocol creates an unacceptable risk 

that the kunst* will not be anesthetized to the point of being unconscious and unaware or pain 

for the duration of the execution procedure. If the inmate is not find successltdly anesthetized, 

then it is my opinion to a reasonable degree of medical certainty that the pancuronium wifl 
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paralyze all voluntary muscles and mask external, physical indications of the excruciating pain 

being experienced by the inmate during the process of suffocating (caused by the pancuronium) 

and having a cardiac arrest (caused by the potassium chloride). 

43. It is my understanding that NDOC's execution protocol requires the presence of 

six to nine official witnesses to the =cud= and permits media witnesses to the execution. It is 

my opinion hued on a reasonable degree of medical certainty that pancuroniurn, when properly 

And successfully administered, effectively nullifies the ability of witileinea to discern whether or 

not the condemned prisoner is experiencing a peaceful or agonizing death. Regardless of the 

experience of the condemned prisoner, whether be or she is deeply unconscious or experiencing 

the excruciation of suffocation, paralysis, and potassium injection, be or she will Mixer to 

witnesses to be serene and peaceful due to the relaxatio' o and immobilization of the facial and 

other skeletal muscles. The use of pancuronium, in my opinion, therefore prevents the press fiOnl 

fidfilling its essential filtration of informing the citizens. officials, and COWS of Nova& about 

whether execution by lethal injection is conducted in Nevada State Prison in a manner that is 

constitutionally compliant and humane. 

44. The doses of sodium thiopental and potassium chloride are lethal doses. 

Therefore, it is unnecessary to administer pancuronium bromide in the course of an execution 

when it is quickly followed by a lethal dose of potassium chloride. it serves no legitimate 

puTpose and only places a chemical veil on the process that prevents an adequate assessment of 

whether or not the condemned is suffering in agony, and greatly increases the risks that such 

agony will ensue. Removal of pancuronium from the protocol would eliminate the risk of 

conscious paralysis from occurring. It would also eliminate the risk that an inhumane execution 

would appear humane to witnesses. Finally, removal of pencuroniurn would vastly reduce the 

possibility that the citizens, officials, and courts of Nevada could be inadvertently misled by 
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media reports describing a peaceful-appearing execution when in fact the prisoner could be 

experiencing excruciating suffering. 

D. 	Consequences of Improper Anesthesia Admhtistratioa 

45. Execution words from California indicate that four out of the six inmates 

executed in California since 2000 continued to display activity and behavior that is inconsistent 

with the successful adminisuation of 5 grams of thiopental, the amount required under 

California's lethal injection protocol. Five grams of thiopental, the dose required by the 

California protocol, ia as massive dose that, if successfully administered, Lk exceeds the mount 

necessary to completely arrest respiratory activity in any prisoner. I therefore can provide no 

medical explanation for the inmates' continued breathing other than that the thiopental was not 

administered in its entirety. If the &II dose of thiopental was na administemd successfully - as 

is strongly suggested by the inmates' continued hreatitino - those inmates heed a significant risk 

of remaining conscious or repining COCISCi0111113011 during the lethal injection procedure. 

importantly, a person villa is breathing while under general anesthesia cannot he deeply 

anesthetized, and may well he awakened by a painfisl stimulation such as a surgical incision or 

the administration of pet/mien. 

46. The handwritten records of Stanley "rookie Williams' execution indicate that 

Mr. Williams did not stop breathing until 1234, upon the injection of the potassium chloride, 12 

minutes after the thiopental was injected. Thus, the thiopental did not have the effect on Mr. 

Willinnal brain and respiratory activity that would be expected with a high degree of certainty 

from the delivery into the circulation of the full 5-gram dose of thiopental. 

47. The execution log of Clarence Ray Allen states that Mr. Allen continued 

breathing for 9 minutes after the delivery of the thiopental. Again, 5 grams of thiopental, if 
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successfully delivered into the circulation, simply should not take 9 minutes to ablate cerebral 

electrical activity and respiratory activity. 

48. The January 29, 2002 execution log of Stephen Wayne Anderson, reveals that Mr. 

Anderson continued breathing until 12:22, 5 minutes after the thiopental was administered. 

Again, this persistent respiratory activity is not consistent with the expected eflbct of 5 grams of 

thiopental, which would be to stop all visible respiratory activity within a minute of its delivery 

into the circulation. 

49. The March 15, 2000 execution log of Darrell Keith Rich, states that Mr. Rich's 

respirations ceased at 1201, with the administration of the paneuronitan, but that Mr. Rich had 

"chest movements" lasting from 12:09 to 12:10. These chest movements, beginning after Mr. 

Rich had ostensibly stopped breathing (and while he was still alive, as shown by his heart rate of 

110 beats per minute), and 3 minutes after the administration of the thiopental, are again 

inconsistent with successful administration of the thiopentil. The chest movements are 

consistent, however, with an attempt to fight against the accruing paralytic effect of the 

panestronium. Had the 5irant dose of thiopental reached Mr. Rich and had the expected effect, 

he would not have been able to fight against the pancuronium by attempting to breathe, nor 

would he even have been aware of the effect of the pancurookon. Indeed, because 5 grams of 

thiopental would have arrested all cerebral activity, including all respiratory drive, there would 

have been no effort on Mr. Rich's part to attempt to breathe during the onset of the pancuronium. 

E. 	Nevada's Execution Protocol Fella Below the Minima. Standards 

Mandated for Veterinary Euthanasia 

50. The American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) states that when 

potassium chloride is to he used as a euthanasia agent, the animals must be under a surgical plane 
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of anesthesia and the personnel performing the euthanasia must be properly trained to assess the 

depth of anesthesia. The AVMA panel specifically states that the animal must be in a surgical 

plane of enesthesie characterized not simply by loss of consciousness, but also by "loss of reflex 

muscle response and loss of response to noxious stimuli." It is difficult to understand why the 

NDOC would chose, at its discretion, to use potassium to execute prisoners and would then fail 

to adhere to the basic requirements set forth by the AVMA to ensure that animals do not 

experience the excruciating pin of potassium injection during euthanasia. 

Si. 	In Reardtlee v. Woorford, the Ninth Circuit recognized that nineteen states have 

enacted statutes that, like the AVNIA Report, mandate the exclusive use of a sedative in the 

euthanasia of animals. Although Neveda has not yet enacted such a statute, Nevada law 

expressly contemplates the use of sodium pentobarbital and requires that personnel who paform 

euthanasia of animals must be properly trained in the procedure. No such requirement eXiSia in 

NDOC' a execution manual. 

Conclusion 

52. 	Based on my research into methods of lethal injection used by various states and 

the federal government, and based on my training and experience as a medical doctor 

specializing itt anesthesiology, it is my opinion based on a reasonable degree of medical certainty 

dud, given the apparent absence of a central role for a propaly trained medical or veterinary 

professional in NDOC's execution procedure., the chemicals used, the leek of adequately defined 

roles and procedures, and the failure to properly account for foreseeable risks, dte lethal inject/co 

procedure Nevada employs creates medically unacceptable risks of inflicting excruciating pain 

and suffering on inmates during the lethal injection procedure. MI of these problems could easily 

be addressed, and indeed have been addressed for the euthanasia of dogs and eats. It is difficult 

to understand why NDOC has felled to address the= problems and has failed to meet the 
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minimum standards set forth for veterinary euthanasia. 

53. 	In addition, in order to more filly and fairly amen the impact of the Wings of 

Nevades execution protocol, it is necessary to obtain all the records and lop uxd, and all 

official witness statements from prior executions, as well as the full rules and regulations devised 

by NDOC for lethal injection. This would include identifying the qualifications, experience and 

training of those persona who apply the Pis erg who administer and monitor the irdectioa 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my 

knowledge end that this declaration was mewled on May 16, 2006 in New York City, New 

York. 

Mark L S. Heath, M.D. 
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- Practice Advisory ler Istraepennive Awareness ad ands Runden bladeerIng 

Ripon by du Americo; Society qMaestftedologistr Task Farce aft latregiterative Amirante 

PRACTICE! adviscria are systematically developed morn the are Wended to assist decisioni 

making in eau Opulent OWL Advisories provide a syntimis said analysis enigma opinion, 

cflulcul hatbility data, open *nave mammary, said corsaisms surveys, Adalatigg ire not 

intended no standards, guidelines, or absolute milkman. They may be cdoptsci, modified, or 

rejected scanding to clinical needs ad constants, 

The use of praelice advisories cermet suarentee any sped& outcome. Practice advisories 

smirizi the state albs Wanton and report opinions derived from a synthesis desk ierce 

ertembera, expert coasitente, open forms and public commentary. Practice advisories are not 

supported by WNW& Want= to the an degree es ate standee* Or gnidelbm became sufficient 

limbers of adequately conttolled studies are lacking. Practice advisories are subject to periodic 

revision M wonented by the evolution of medial lolowiedis, toehnolosy, sad minden 

Mediedelpiff 

A. De/bditom 

latesoperedve severeness under goad anesthesia in is nue occonsioa with a reported incidence 

of 0.1-0.2%.14  Sisnifteast priehelogical sequoias (t., poet MOW& *UPI disorder) may cow 

Made/ an episode of intraopeeative mareness, ad affected pedents may retain *evenly died/hid 

• Deologed by do Assign Sick" e(Amedeedoloidtes Toth Fates co tattomenelvo Ammo= MS" La 
Ati M. (Mir). Cbleeim Ohmic moms F. Ansi, 	Hams" Thum Dodd J. Cole. KO.. Plumb, 
Mimeo; Mewed T. Cowie. t.D.. WoodOrrile. Weelthogtoo Keno S. Voodoo, PAD., Sam* Weeideeted kis C. 
Doommod. MD., See Dim" Catalonia; Carl. Kellam M.D. FM. Weak the tlethethodx Ibmold lb MOW 
M.D.. 3.IFtemico, Canonic nevid O. idicideovicb, MA, Sellema. WadlialloIC add Afkbild Kt ?OA MIL Ion 
City. INN. 

Summed by as Monism Society orAmedreielosios oar the dimalat olio= Y. Atom &La, Char. 
Committee to Protein Perommem A lie de* tdomboomed se Mello lido AdvithY is Ivigalbis  by  wits** 
the Modem Society or Asoubmioiediele. 

Addoot reprint otomme lo the Morino Society of Amothosiologette; 320 N. Nortinoeit Ifigleuty. Pork Up. nook 
6006114M 



The format° P(%d0 	y %ma approved by Ow AM Houss at Delwin on Wolter X, 3006. it ahead 
be OXISidered brat This prattle, acWisora MI be panties i a Mn Issue rite pawl Mesessielegy. 

for extended periods of dm,' However, In some circumatracee, 1cpprIvs otor000rs  may be 

unavoidable in order to achieve etherization!, important anatbedo gods. 

The Mowing norms or concerto diamond in this Advisory include: coerniourecee, goad 

meethrniet  depth of anesthesia or dfYik (*hypnotic 14101111,10101114, int:sapodilla maxim, sad 

brain function monitors. Censietent definition (or those terse are not available In the Ikeiltur& For 

purposes adds Advisory, them ternw me eoexadoealb ,  defined or identified as Mows: 

(I) Conscietemest Cnnaciomenss ia a stab in which a paderd k able TO POMO lokormorion 

tom hie or her =modify. Coeselcuaness is mewed by observing a Patient's porpossad 

zesprumes to 'Mimi Itioodi. Identifiers orpmpesead responses brands organized 

movements follow* voice commands or soliousteinfal StMoni t  For ceoloPlos oflookig of 

dm eyes is one amoral possible identifiers or markere of conseinumma. Purposefid 

rowdies may be goad witch purely* is present as a caorequthoo ornearolegicel disease 

cr the administratios oft nrvenmusettler blacking drug. 

(2) GUMMI anesthesia: genera enestiteria is defined sa $ dmg-Induced lees stoosociousnme 

during which paticets me not mumble, ern by OW wintuladon.t The ability te =Jade 

ventilatory famtdon independently is oftes impairet hatioots ohm monks wish= in 

maintsining patent airway, and positive prune ventilation may be required because of 

tightmod apartment ventilation or drutinduond depermion of nemearressoular fitlitAlOas 

Cirtfiovoicohr limed= may be impaired. 

(3) Depth of' aneethesia: Depth of ansedurela or depth of *pool* mina to a coetiottum of 

progreitive central ammo arena deptusioa and decreased msponeirensas ot stimulatics. 

t Wax widolosta lam phatal stimulus h NOT hamitimsd I purpaseht ammi. ma bidlahad by the steitimum at 
dip* *f wdaticholdialtion dismal aailthasta. rad lave at sedhichisdaiiatile ANNUM sockty of 
thothatabeihs. Mot. 
Amudce 301141MY et Armithehlogilic Coalman of dhoth of gadattaa, dellaitied Omuot amtaltida. and tomb el 

sadmiasharigaais" AM Shads*, Ouidatisas 4Othmetuda, 2COL 
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I  
the feresving practice shimmy ries approved by Ms AM Home or Delsortss on Odober 25. 2001 It Amid 
to considered mut This prodion sodomy wd Os published in a Mare ism of tin joule* Aosstbestology. 

(4) Recall: Fee the putposo of this Advisory, recall is the patient's ability to retrieve stored 

mSmQfII Recall Is usessid hy a palsies report of previous even, la particular, events 

that occurad during metal anestbsela Dpikit memo is massed by the patient's ability 

to mall specific events that took place during sorrel anesthesia. Implidi memory is 

assessed by changes in perfonnancs or behavior without the ability to rood specific crests 

that took place during gam* atenhesla dist tad to thous abscise A report of mall may be 

spoutroeous or it may only be elicited Ian ammured interview or questiosnaire. This 

Advismy doss not address implicit msroory. 

() Anemia: Arne& is the absence dread. May VICOthetic drugs produce snmesia 

coucentradons well below those nomesuy foe suppression of conaoirnunste• Amercing* 

samtels is Intended when a drug widt manes& properties is administered bane Maeda@ of 

sotothvois. Retrograde atom* is Wended wham a drug suck as sbwdliaepân. is 

administered after aa event that may hoe mussel or hem sasocisind with 'meow's*. 

condom= In the bops that it will mimosa mom Somali= aad "rescue* dm remIL 

(6) inosoporativa awarsnoss: intraopastive awareness 0001n1 Ant a patient boXanall CaalCiaa$ 

during a preeedurc perfbnend nods, gassrol aneishesia and subsomteody hes moll Meow 

events. For the purpose of dds Advisory, mad is limited to explicit memory, sod doss not 

include the time Won pond ancubesis is MO induced Or the dm* of suirrisece tom 

vowel snrotbmia, who around and rams of consciousness am latitude& Dram* ir Dot 

considered lotraaperative 1Warialls. 

(I) Brain function monitors: Drain function moniton are dovicre that record or process Maio 

electrical activity sod convert these sigsals matintrostically into a 001211111110111 measure 

typically seated frous 0 to 100. fo addition to sp000meous codicil electrical activity 

(elccUvencaphalograrn, EEG), them devices may also record and process evoked corded sod 

AA00274( 
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The Mowing oracles edviney was teamed by** ASA House at meow on Odeber 35 1305 it should 
he considered Ana, /be predate aduleary vei be plasma In ad= leas et die Journal litreeltreitoka. 

mbeostical activity (audittey evoleod polestiale, or AEP) as well as cleclromyegnphic (WO) 

acdvity from scalp modes. For the puipoet of this Advisory , ooly monitors purported to 

measure depth of enemies* or hypnosis will be considered. Other, noi-EECWAENEMG 

devices are also available, big ire not addressed by this Advisory. 	• 

It 'poses of At hhisavy 

intraopetative swarenees ander gamma ancetheeis is an Important dacet problem that elm* is 

withia the foundation of training and condoning medical education in rosediesioloW The PuPosis 

of this Advisory ore to identify risk Dimon that may be amociated with kdraoparativa awarstieln, 

provide decision tools that mil enable the clinician* reduce tbe eaquesty of unkteeded 

inrwepcnitivir awsteness, stimulate the pursuit sod evainaden of strategies that may prevent of reduce 

the frequasey of intreepaative swarm% and provide Odium for tho lahemstradvo us  of brain 

fimedao monitors as they rate to levanporellve awareeea 

C FOCIN 

This Advisory *cum on the penoperative ouviagement of Wiens" who en undergoles a 

procedure during which general anesthesia is admhdstered. This Advisory is not inlendwi for the 

perioperetive menagemeat &trainload, moderato, or deep sedation is the OR or ICU: tegionsl or 

kcal onullitobla without metal anmeliesia; monitored smathesda cam tracheal latiabationotpedems 

or *to itodergoing resuscitation is emergamy trams eitm. die administration of a eaumousauler 

block or intentional inielopatitive wakety teeing (e.g., fie the reposes of eueering iesioperative 

astrologic !lattice). In addition, this Advisor/ is not Weeded to address the postoperative 

mansgement of pedistrie *mit 

eiNdirotion 

This Advisory le intended for me by eseetheeiblogishi, other physitinna who supervies the 

administration ereeseral aosstlimia, and all other individuals who adosinister gsmusl inesthesis. 

4 



Ths 141kwina 011141k,  advise" MN egprcoed by the P.SA House of Delegates on October 25. 2003. it should 
be comitieted itsi. This practice advisory NM be published In Mum hone of Ow jountsi Aunsesandogy. 

The Advisary mr/ abo SONO at a MOM* fur other physicians end health an pabsekende who 

are involved in the perioparetive maragesment of poison receiving general mieitheSle. 

tE Task Faro Alusbors awl CefUldtalet 

The American Society of Aneethesioissims (MA)  appointed ads MAL Par= of 10 insitthers 

(1) review and assess the eurrondy available scientific Stew= on immapexativetwaresees, (2) 

obtain aspen coma= and public *Wm and (3) develop a practice advisory. The Tag Force is 

comprised ofinestheakilogiser from various asogisphio trems of the United Stems, en 

anesthesiologist from the Nethielande, and WO methcdologists from the AM Comminee ea Prectio, 

Ammeters. 

The AM appointed the 10 =abets to the Tukflonu bemuse of thoir knowledge or expertise in 

the medical specialty of anesthesiology, and the develop:11mi of ;entice pameetal. The members 

include but are not limited to immtbesiologists with specialised kobwiadge or expordse in the met of 

neurealiesthesiology, Two Odle 10 mambas disclosed receipt of !beds item or a fiends' interest 

is a company developing c rmatifsciuring brain timedan menitors, Aviddi coalPaldis ban 2  and 

financial interest is the expended use of suck maim Othre mashers ray have tetwilval hands 

firm or have a financial interest in other companies, mush as developers or memifecnimei of 

sumwthesics, dam may be indkeetly aimed by the wooded me Obtain Antation monitors. The Tssit 

Face did not request its mambas to disclose inch intermit because they wine deemed too remote 

and opesuladve to present Goa= Of Worm 

The Task Force, in aim s  squibs input aine comultents, irony of where who had particularised 

kiewiedge, myertise multre interest in inatecperative awareness anti brain Nodes monitors. Such 

knowledge or expertise is hand in yet in some cuss on rematch or invesdgadoesi &divides &Wad 

bye company dsvatepies or manufacturing brain &nation moniSars. Fifty-tour lama of the 

coosuhants disclosed receipt of !hods from ore filkinCiii interest in a company developing or 
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The tolkierg pack* advisert was soptovw1 by Ma AM Houle ef Delegate' On October *Mt N ihouid 
be considered ftiai. me pews aressny im be potent= le a teure issue al beim= ANIMONSWY- 

tuumfacturins bode limed= monitors. Comedian" else msy have weaved Sands tom or have 

financial inter= in Ace companies that may be indireedy iffeeted by the Ise of boat thanes 

monitors. The Task lefeel did not request its condemn it disclose such Wen= because they went 

deemed too mote and speculative to present minds ditto*. 

The Task Fame used a six-sr p puma Firm, the members reached mamma cc the csiterie for 

evidence of effective periopeadve ireervesulans ibr the prevention of intraciperative awareeme. 

Snood. they enlisted original steles published in pestmviewed Jamul, mimed le this issue. 

coneulteale who had expertise or into= in intreoperative IMMUNE sad who pistil:ad or 

worked in diverse settings (e.g., scientists andice physic:ems in academie end Five* practice) was 

asked to pardeipme in opinion surveys on the effitcdvenals of various parlopetudve manipment 

anategies, and to review and comment one drat of the Advisory developed by the Teak Force. 

Fourth, additional opinions were solicited tam a rind= sample of active members Odle MA. 

Fin, the Task Fen* held epee &nuns at three nide= sod intemedonal anesthesia =dings to 

solicit input on the key eirecippb of this Advisory. Siati ell annals isforreadon Iris need to bend 

coenenree within the Task Force on the Advisory. 

The dad document was made available for review on the AM webeite, and tentmentsrY was 

invited via 01061181101131011allet to an AM momben. All submitted Gamma were coosiderwi by 

the Task Fence in gaper* the final Melt 

F. Moilability aid &mirk gift*** 

Practice advisories are developed by a protocol 'image to dais of an MA evidence-based premise 

guideline, laciness a systematic sesta and evaluation of the litannos. However practice 

advisories lack the support of, sufficient number of adequately controlled studios to yamit 

aggscpte metres ads, with rigorous statistical techniques such at mini-inslysit Nosetheilos, 

iltenestwbased evidence tom cue merle and NW drecriptive stadia" are considered dune. the 
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